
Some words and phrases on the slides may be 
shocking or offensive. They are provided solely 
as an illustration and explanation of the research 
results and do not reflect the opinions of the 
speakers or their organisations.
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Digital cultural heritage collections are vast
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Rijksmuseum

650 K
objects with 
metadata

17 M
digitised pages of 
historical newspapers

KB National Library

54 M
searchable
items 

Europeana

"Almost All the Art in the Rijksmuseum (preview)", Edward Anderson: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1fq-5wsaYs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1fq-5wsaYs
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Controversial language in object descriptions

Screenshot. Europeana collection. https://www.europeana.eu/en/search?page=3&view=grid&query=primitive 

https://www.europeana.eu/en/search?page=3&view=grid&query=primitive


Screenshots. (1) NRC, Schrap de term 'Bersiap' want die is racistisch : https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2022/01/10/schrap-term-bersiap-voor-periodisering-want-die-is-racistisch-a4077367
(2) NOS, 'Bersiap' niet gebruikt op Indonesië-tentoonstelling Rijksmuseum: https://nos.nl/artikel/2412652-bersiap-niet-gebruikt-op-indonesie-tentoonstelling-rijksmuseum 
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https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2022/01/10/schrap-term-bersiap-voor-periodisering-want-die-is-racistisch-a4077367
https://nos.nl/artikel/2412652-bersiap-niet-gebruikt-op-indonesie-tentoonstelling-rijksmuseum


Contentious terms in museum databases

(1) Museum Volkenkunde. Photo Peter Hilz 
(2) Modest, Wayne & Lelijveld, Robin (editors) 2018. Words Matter, Work in Progress I. National Museum of World Cultures. 
https://www.materialculture.nl/en/publications/words-matter 

66

"Aboriginal"
"Berber"
"Black"
"Causasian"
"Disabled"
"Exotic"
"Gypsy"
"Half-blood"
"Indian"
"Native"
"Primitive"
"Trans"
"Western"
…
55 terms

https://www.materialculture.nl/en/node/1016
https://www.materialculture.nl/en/publications/words-matter
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How can we develop and use computational 
approaches that capture, process, and 
represent socio-cultural sensitivities to make 
digital cultural heritage more inclusive?
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Computational approaches to contentious terms

How to formalise 
contentiousness 
for knowledge 
representation 
and reasoning?

ConConCor: using 
crowdsourcing to construct 
a corpus of contentious 
terms in context

How to collect 
training or 
"groud-truth" data?

Surveying the 
Sematic Web: how 
are contentious 
terms used?

Developing an ontology 
and a controlled thesaurus 
of contentious terms 
based on "Words Matter"

Collecting more empirical 
evidence to identify 
problematic aspects of 
contentious terms usage 



Screenshot. Delpher. KB National Library of the Netherlands: 
https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/view?coll=ddd&identifier
=ddd:110634579:mpeg21:a0062  

3K
primitief

Screenshot. Delpher. https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/results?query=&coll=dddtitel 
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Building a training corpus

https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/view?coll=ddd&identifier=ddd:110634579:mpeg21:a0062
https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/view?coll=ddd&identifier=ddd:110634579:mpeg21:a0062
https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/results?query=&coll=dddtitel


Crowdsourcing for autodetection of contentiousness?

> 400
laypeople 

and 
experts

Constructing an annotated Dutch 
corpus of contentious terms in 
contexts (ConConCor)

Screenshot. Delpher. KB National Library of the Netherlands: 
https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/view?coll=ddd&identifier
=ddd:110634579:mpeg21:a0062  

+ Annotator responses:

● Contentious
● Non-contentious
● I don’t know
● Bad OCR

+ Newspapers metadata

+ Annotators demographics

3K
primitief

Ryan Brate, Andrei Nesterov, Valentin Vogelmann, Jacco van Ossenbruggen, Laura Hollink, 
and Marieke van Erp. 2021. Capturing Contentiousness: Constructing the Contentious Terms 
in Context Corpus. In Proceedings of the 11th on Knowledge Capture Conference (K-CAP 
'21). Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 17–24.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3460210.3493553 
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7 
annotators 
per sample

https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/view?coll=ddd&identifier=ddd:110634579:mpeg21:a0062
https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/view?coll=ddd&identifier=ddd:110634579:mpeg21:a0062
https://doi.org/10.1145/3460210.3493553


Contentiousness by term: majority agreement

negerslaven
negerrijk
negercultuur
neger
bosneger
aapman

zimbabwe
trans
ontdekken
mohemmedaan
kaukasisch
jakarta
indisch
birma
bediende
batavia
allochtoon

52 terms

dwerg
zigeunermuziek
kaffer
eskimo
misvormden
slaaf
mulat
hottentot
slaven
pygmee
exotisch
...

contentious non-contentious
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In all the given snippets, these terms 
are contentious according to 
majority of annotators



2. Despite low overall inter-annotator agreement, 42% of the 
samples in the corpus is annotated with a high percentage 
agreement (81–100%) between annotators
Median Krippendorff's 𝛼: 0,39 among laypeople annotators; 0,53 – experts (-1 < K𝛼 < 1)
(calculated for every batch of annotated samples)
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1. Context is a deciding factor in the annotators’ judgments of 
contentiousness
For example, 220 annotators each individually annotated at least 1 term both as contentious and 
non-contentious across different samples

Crowdsourcing contentiousness: main results



Experiments with ConConCor and future work

● How to capture contentiousness of a term taking its context into 
acount?
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An experiment with Linear regression model showed that word embeddings may 
capture terms' semantic which is indicative of their contentiousness 

● Can we detect new (unknown) contentious words or phrases? 

Ryan Brate
PhD student
KNAW HuC DHLab
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Computational approaches to contentious terms

How to formalise 
contentiousness 
for knowledge 
representation 
and reasoning?

Developing an ontology 
and a controlled thesaurus 
of contentious terms 
based on "Words Matter"

How to collect 
training or 
"groud-truth" data?

Surveying the 
Sematic Web: how 
are contentious 
terms used?

Collecting more empirical 
evidence to identify 
problematic aspects of 
contentious terms usage 

ConConCor: using 
crowdsourcing to construct 
a corpus of contentious 
terms in context



Making contentiousnesness machine readable

Expert 
knowledge

Linked 

data 

format 

Modelling relationships 
between contentious terms, 
their contexts, sugestions, and 
alternatives

15

Contentious terms 
appear in object 

descriptions



From expert knowledge to linked data

296 Labels

111 Contentious Issues

ContentiousIssue

Suggestionskosxl:Label

skosxl:Label

hasContentiousLabel hasSuggestion

hasSuggestedLabel

suggestedFo
r

skosxl:Label

"literal"

hasAltLabelExampl
e

hasUsageExample

16



From expert knowledge to linked data

Turtle syntax
17



SPARQL: get suggesteded terms for contentious

Slaaf: mensen in slavernij
Caucasian: White
Jappenkamp: Japanese concentration camp
Jappenkampen: Japanese concentration camp
Colored: Black and Non-Black person of color
travestiet: crossdresser
Trans: crossdresser
Oriental: Asian
Blank: Wit
...

Available 
on TriplyDB

Linked 

data 

format 

18
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Computational approaches to contentious terms

How to formalise 
contentiousness 
for knowledge 
representation 
and reasoning?

How to collect 
training or 
"groud-truth" data?

Collecting more empirical 
evidence to identify 
problematic aspects of 
contentious terms usage 

Surveying the 
Sematic Web: how 
are contentious 
terms used?

ConConCor: using 
crowdsourcing to construct 
a corpus of contentious 
terms in context

Developing an ontology 
and a controlled thesaurus 
of contentious terms 
based on "Words Matter"



Making contentiousnesness machine readable

Expert 
knowledge

Linked 

data 

format 

Modelling relationships 
between contentious terms, 
their contexts, sugestions, and 
alternatives

How are contentious terms 
used in the Linked Open 

Data cloud? 20

Contentious terms 
appear in object 

descriptions



Contentious terms in Wikidata

No information about contentious-ness

Screenshot. Wikidata. "primitive tribal community" (Q13165863). https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q13165863   

Used as 
training 
data
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https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q13165863


Wikipedia article about the term's usage

Screenshot. Wikipedia. "Primitive communism". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primitive_communism 

Implicit information
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primitive_communism


Contentious terms in Wikidata

Screenshot. Wikidata. "primitive data type" (Q1188648). https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1188648   
23

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1188648


1. Polysemy and homonymy

The term "primitive" has 7 definitions in 
Princeton WordNet

2. Lack of linguistic information about 
the literal values in LOD

3. Automatic sense disambiguation of 
literals in Knowledge Graphs? Screenshot. Princeton WordNet 3.1. Synsets of the word "primitive": 

http://wordnet-rdf.princeton.edu/lemma/primitive  

Main challenge: word sense disambiguation 
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http://wordnet-rdf.princeton.edu/lemma/primitive


Towards the Cultural AI mission: bringing more 
contexts and connections to cultural heritage data

See other resources 
about this term:

Words Matter, Wikidata, 
Getty AAT, WordNet, 
more

Screenshot. Europeana collection. https://www.europeana.eu/en/search?page=3&view=grid&query=primitive 
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https://www.europeana.eu/en/search?page=3&view=grid&query=primitive
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How can we develop and use computational 
approaches that capture, process, and 
represent socio-cultural sensitivities to make 
digital cultural heritage more inclusive?

AI for Culture Culture for AI


